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More Easy, More Safe, More Efficiency.

APOLLO

Rotative Vertical Lifter



Rotative Vertical Lifter
6010 /6020

Up type (One in one out)

Down type (One in one out)

Multi-in and Multi-out ( for sorting)

APOLLO rotative vertical lifter can be integrated into most solutions, providing entry and exit in different directions, as well as multi-in 

and multi-out. It is not only used for the vertical transport of goods, but also realizes the automatic sorting for goods at dif ferent floors in 

the vertical direction.



Specifications

Technical Data

Standard type 6010 Heavy-duty type 6020Name

Infeed/outfeed type

Infeed direction

Outfeed direction

One in one out / One in multi-out / Multi-in one out / Multi-in Multi-out

Front / Side infeed

Front / Side outfeed

Docking with infeed/outfeed conveyor Traverse docking / Rolling-over docking

Mini.height of infeed Min：550mm

Max. height of lifter Max：15m

Material size Max：600×400mm Max：1000×650mm

Load capacity ≤ 45kg

Throughput Max. 2000 parcels / hour

Frame material Carbon steel / Stainless steel

Can customize other types

Height can be customized

Can customize other types

/

/

Max：20m

≤ 65kg

Max. 2500 parcels / hour

/

APOLLO design and customize different forms of infeed and outfeed conveyors according to the working process in factory, integrate them seamlessly 

with other delivery systems.  Help customers to improve production line efficiency and ensure their material handling needs are met and operation costs 

are reduced.

APOLLO rotative vertical lifter has a modular design with few moving parts and safe enclosed drive .The components are compact in structure and 

flexible in application. This ingenious product can lift goods to the required height, the product is always transported horizontally, so the product will not 

be deformed in shape.

APOLLO rotative vertical lifter can meet the most stringent hygiene requirements, even stainless steel type is available.

APOLLO rotative vertical lifter is suitable for a wide range of products, like cartons, turntable boxes, crates, plastic totes, bags, drums etc.



Technical Data

Standard type Heavy-duty typeName

Infeed height

Outfeed height

Throughput

Material size

Load capacity

Min：670 mm

Max：2900 mm

450 parcels / hour

Max：600×400 mm

≤ 50 kg

Min：420 mm

Max：11400 mm

Max：650 parcels / hour

Max：1200×600 mm

≤ 200 kg

Reciprocating Vertical Lifter



APOLLO can provide customers better logistics solutions with international experience in plant logistics innovation and optimization.

Rotative vertical lifter is used for vertical transport and sorting for goods between different floors.

Rotative vertical lifter can realize various transport forms, such as one in one out, one in multi-out, multi-in and multi-out through 

connecting with conveyors at different floors. 
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APOLLO MEDIA CENTER

You can find more from our website:

Rich resource media center and selection guide on how to choose APOLLO products.

Application reports from different industries cover a variety of operational possibilities.

Quick product survey and contact information of our system consultants.

www.sz-apollo.com

+86-512-6569 8859

+86-151 5140 8535    Amy

amy@sz-apollo.com@

No. 5527 Wuzhong avenue, Wuzhong dist, Suzhou, China

WeChat 
consultation

WeChat public 
account
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